ABSTRACT. We announce solutions of two fundamental problems in differential analysis and real analytic geometry, on composite differentiable functions and on semicoherence of subanalytic sets. Our main theorem asserts that the problems are equivalent and gives several natural necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of semicontinuity of discrete local invariants and metric properties of a closed subanalytic set.
INTRODUCTION
The results announced here include solutions of two fundamental problems in differential analysis and real analytic geometry, on fê 00 functions composed with a proper real analytic mapping, and on formal semicoherence of subanalytic sets (a stratified real version of the coherence theory of Oka and Cartan). [10] . It depends only on the image of cp , which is a closed subanalytic set [2, 3.5] .
Subanalytic sets are the real analytic analogues of complex analytic and real semialgebraic sets, and share many of their important properties. (See, for example, [6] .) But real algebraic sets already do not enjoy the coherence properties of complex analytic sets. And subanalytic sets, in general, differ in a crucial way from semialgebraic (or semianalytic) sets: The local topological dimension of a subanalytic set and the dimensions of its local analytic and formal closures may all be distinct [7] . Hironaka [11] announced that every subanalytic set satisfies a formal semicoherence property (weaker than that considered here or in [5, §6] ) but Pawlucki has given a counterexample to Hironaka's assertion [15] .
Let ^b{X) denote the ideal in â b of the formal closure of a subanalytic subset X of R n , at a point b e R n . (See Lemma 1 below. ff b is the ring of formal power series at b.) If X is semianalytic, then ^b{X) is generated by the ideal sf b (X) of germs of analytic functions that vanish on X near b. Local properties of X are studied classically in terms of the variation of these ideals with respect to b. (For example, coherence of complex analytic X, or Zariski semicontinuity of local invariants like the Hilbert-Samuel function of ^/^(X), for complex or coherent real analytic X.) An important local metric characteristic of X is the relationship between the order of vanishing of a germ of an analytic function ƒ at b when restricted to X, and its order of vanishing modulo the formal local ideal; i.e., the relationship between the numbers
where m^ denotes the maximal ideal of â b (cf. [12] ). Our main result (Theorem 3 below) not only asserts that the composite function and formal semicoherence properties of a closed subanalytic set X are equivalent, but also gives several natural necessary and sufficient conditions for these properties in terms of the variation of the ideals ^b{X) ; for example The class of closed Nash subanalytic sets (see §3) is the largest class previously known to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3; see [2] [3] [4] [5] for proofs and for complete histories of the problems treated here. Theorem 3 completes the program begun in these articles. Every semianalytic set is Nash. If X is Nash, then for each point b, there are a b > 1 and ft b >0 such that ju x b (>) < OL h v x b (') + fi b . Closed subanalytic sets that admit such a linear comparison of orders at every point form a class larger than Nash, which also satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3; a linear comparison at b is equivalent to the property that the germ of X at b is the union of Nash and "formally embedded" non-Nash components (Theorem 7). Our proof of Theorem 3 shows that a uniform linear comparison (i.e., a b , p b bounded on compact subsets of X ) is equivalent to the composite function property with linear loss of differentiability. (See §4.) We conjecture that these properties of X follow from the conditions of Theorem 7 at each point. Formal semicoherence. We say that X is formally semicoherent if it has a locally finite subanalytic stratification X = U X t (each stratum X t is understood to be smooth, connected, and locally closed) satisfying the following formal semicoherence property : Each point of N admits a neighbourhood with coordinates (y l9 ... , y n ) such that, for each i, there are finitely many formal power series fiji'.y) = EaeN n fij,a(')y a \ l '"yn n whose coefficients f ija are analytic functions on X t which are subanalytic (i.e., their graphs are subanalytic as subsets of N xR) such that, for all b G X t (in this neighbourhood), the ƒ.
•(&, y) generate the formal local ideal ^(X).
(Subanalyticity of the coefficients f.. a is a natural restriction on their growth at the boundary of the stratum.) Semicoherence was first studied by Galbiati [9] and Merrien [13] for real analytic or semianalytic sets.
The composite function and formal semicoherence properties of a subanalytic set are local, so we can assume N = R" . The coordinates of R n will be denoted (y x , ... , y n ).
Chevalley-type estimates. Let b e X and k e N. Put Suppose that <p : M -• R n is a proper real analytic mapping. In [4] we proved that uniformity of the Chevalley estimate £ f0 *(k) is equivalent to analytic Zariski-semicontinuity (on M) of the diagram 9t(Ker0*) (or of the Hilbert-Samuel function of ^( fl) /Ker#*), and, moreover, that these conditions imply that X -(p(M) satisfies the composite function and extension properties. These conditions are satisfied when tp is regular at every point [4, §13] . We can construct a closed subanalytic set X satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7 at every point, which is the image of no proper real analytic mapping admitting a uniform Chevalley estimate £ * (k). For example, X = P U H, where P is Pawlucki's example [15] and H is a closed half-space whose boundary contains the line of non-Nash points in P. In particular, if the composition property holds with linear loss of differentiability, i.e., £{K,k) < a K k + P K , for every compact K c X, then there is a uniform linear Chevalley estimate £ x (b, k) < oi K k + fi K , b e K. The converse also follows from the techniques we use to prove Theorem 3.
